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NOTES FOR THIS MORNING 08/05/19 – 6 minutes 
 
What is Numerology ? 
Numerology is basically about what our purpose or mission is in this lifetime. 
The theory being, that we are all born into a unique set of circumstances tailor made for us to learn 
what we need to learn to complete what we are here to do. When we know what we are here to do, 
this can explain why certain situations may keep coming up and why certain people are in our world. 

 
Baby Sussex’s ‘Numbers’ and link to Harry & Meghan 
Numerology for Son born 06/05/19 in the morning,  

Mission (23/ 5): Brilliant ideas, but lots of emotion and a great need for freedom. Key thing for him 
is to find what he loves to do and to stay focussed on this. 
Phillip’s Mission (23/ 14/ 5): To act as a messenger, breaking out of the box, finding freedom 
despite the limitations, Key thing is to find what he loves to do and to stay focussed on this.  
Like his mother, baby Sussex  is very creative (Meghan’s Personality No. 65/ 11/ 2) 
Like his father, he is very determined, he can persist and bounce back from setbacks. Both may cling 
to ideas or projects when the time is long past to let go. 
All three want to uplift others with their vision and can express great empathy and be very nurturing 
and supportive towards others. 

Harry & Meghan 
Harry’s Mission (46/ 10/ 1): Independent pioneer and hands on servant who works hard and plays 
hard to bring joy and happiness to the group.  
(Motivation and Personal Intent of Phillip Schofield also) 
Meghan’s Mission (31/ 13/ 4): To act as a spiritual warrior, speaking for those who have no voice, 
making something from nothing, never giving up and transforming things. 
(Same as Holly’s MIssion) 
 Harry (like his brother as well as Holly & Phillip) is an ‘Old Soul’ this gives them great breadth of 
vision and wisdom to connect with from past lives. This also means that they are here very much 
here in service. 
Harry was born with the first name Henry 
Henry = 34/ 7 ‘Spiritualisation of Spirit’ what opens doors for him is making the spiritual real in 
practical way. 
Harry = 34/ 16/ 7 represents great compassion learnt through loss and the potential to counsel and 
helping others. 

Meghan was born with the first name Rachel 
Rachel = 29/ 11/ 2 ‘Birth of Light’ what opens doors for her is seeing herself as a channel with the 
potential to inspire others to think in new ways, (but there can also be a fear of failure and rejection 
and she may exude a confidence she does not feel inside). 
Meghan = 30/ 12/ 3 represents uplifting others with her vision, communicating profound truths in 
light hearted fun way, but seeing things as others do. (first letter M = 4 very practical and grounded). 
(30/ 3 is also Harry’s Expression No. from birth i.e. how the world sees him).  
 
Both are creative and have great breadth of vision, they are both extremely generous and want to 
transform things. They both have a great head for business and can be very tough, realistic and 
pragmatic. 
Both are being forced to look at their feelings and this can be difficult for both of them, so they both 
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have to learn to handle their feelings.. 
Meghan is a complete ‘self-starter’ who can see exactly what needs to shift and can be quite 
unstoppable. 
Harry likes to focus on helping others but does ‘want to get to the bottom of things’ so he can help 
others more. 
 
With their son in their world (Relationship chart) 
There is a harmonious home where all can be creative and find freedom to do things in own way, 
also to express emotion that may have been repressed. 
Lots of re-evaluation and ‘let go trust’ as all into new territory. 
 

Connection between Diana and Meghan  
Diana’s Mission (25/ 16/ 7): To find the treasure within and to learn from life to stay grounded and 
focussed, counselling and helping others in amongst great transience and change.  
(Harry is 34/ 16/ 7) 
Meghan’s Mission (31/ 13/ 4): To act as a spiritual warrior, speaking for those who have no voice, 
making something from nothing, never giving up and transforming things. 
(Same as Holly’s) 
 
Diana = 20/ 11/ 2, Diana was also a channel, able to inspire others to think in new ways and exuded 
a confidence she may not have felt inside. (D=4 very practical and grounded too). 
Diana was also a peacemaker, but all the time she did not feel peace inside, she may have felt in the 
middle of a conflict zone. 
Diana also had 47/ 20/ 11/ 2 as a personal struggle, this represents the ‘magician stuck in the mud’ 
and someone with illusions shattered who has to ‘get real’ after marriage this number becomes 38/ 
20/ 11/ 2 which represents a breakthrough of some kind. 
From Birth Meghan’s Overall Self Expression (83/ 20/ 11/ 2) and Personality No. (65/ 11/ 2) represent 
someone very creative who can see exactly what needs to shift.   
From Birth Diana’s Overall Self Expression (85/ 22/ 13/ 4) and Personality No. (58/ 13/ 4) give her the 
potential to inspire others by overcoming obstacles and for big projects to result. She was given the 
name Di = 13/ 4 added to this represents someone beset by obstacles, but still with the great 
potential to make something from nothing and to transform things.  
 
Meghan’s mission is 31/ 13/ 4, this gives her a relentless determination and great potential to make 
something from nothing and to transform things.  
 
Like Meghan Diana was also a generator  
There is the potential for Meghan to help Harry complete what Diana started. 

Phillip & Holly 
Phillip’s Mission (23/ 14/ 5): To act as a messenger, breaking out of the box, finding freedom 
despite the limitations, Key thing is to find what he loves to do and to stay focussed on this.  
(Similar to Harry & Meghan’s son with mission is 23/ 5) 
Holly’s Mission (31/ 13/ 4): To act as a spiritual warrior, speaking for those who have no voice, 
making something from nothing, never giving up and transforming things. 
(same as Meghan’s) 
Like Harry and Meghan both have 13/ 4 karma and know about making something from nothing, 
never giving up and transforming things.  
They all have great breadth of vision which helps them to see beyond the obstacles and to focus on 
where they want to get to. 
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Like Meghan & Harry, Holly & Phillip both have a great flair for business and can be very tough, 
realistic and pragmatic. 
Holly helps Phillip connect with his feelings and intuition more. 
Phillip encourages Holly to find the courage to truly be herself ‘who dares wins’.  

NEWSLETTER TO FOLLOW WITH ARTICLE IN RESPECT OF ABOVE, ‘RELATIONSHIP CHART(S)’ AND 
ANALYSIS OF IMPACT OF BABY SUSSEX’S NAME … 
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